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TIPS FOR TOURING HERE AND ABRAD

NEW YORK

It's a small, small world

Gulliver’s Gate in Times Square features miniature models of iconic locations

By Diane Bair and Pamela Wright

Gulliver’s Gate is an resides in the base- ment of an Italian restaur- ant. Chose one of two op- tions: NEW YORK SELECTION (240) features tips with ad- dresses, online reservations and maps, NEW YORK PER- RISONAL (379) includes cus- tomized itinerary based on your travel profile. www.localike- ny.com.

THE CONCIEGER

balm for us — and we were instantly charmed.

The next morning, we checked it out. In the hotel's rooftop bar, we met a couple from New Zealand. We missed a lot of the elements. "It's a 200 of tiny scenes. They can check out the controls and monitor methods were also used; some models were hand-carved, others were built using state-of-the-art 3D printing. We heard some buzz about the attraction and decided to head to the city for a look (it was open to the public for pre-opening viewing on May 8). We booked rooms at the Dream Midtown Hotel (216 W 44th St., 212-237-2000, www.dreamhotels- com) and nutritional sites. The exhibit, which stretches a full day pass: $15; weekly- ly pass: $30; includes breakfast, parking, and Wi-Fi. 1-855-372-0888, sydneyboutik- inn.com. Located in the former 1857 St. Mark’s Basilica in Venice. A hotel in a European town and culture- al site where exhibits, films, tours, and personal stories elu- minate the history of slavery and freedom in the state, in- cluding documentation of Ver- mont’s Emancipation Rallies. Two new sites have been added to this year’s 146-town Ameri- can Heritage Trail. Sites in Vermont include: New York, Maine, Maryland, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Du- slide show, and maps; NEW YORK PER- RISONAL ($79) includes a de- serted itinerary based on your travel profile. www.localike- ny.com.
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